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Rising Sun Brings New Beginnings

Are you ready to expand into a more
radiant version of you?
If the answer is yes, a transformational
energy session may be for you! My work as a
Transformational Energy Weaver & Artist is about
transformation—in living, in healing and in making
art. I’ve always loved the universal stories about
good and evil. Fairy tales, magical realms and
science fiction movies feed my sense of wonder
and mystery. I still get totally immersed in the hero’s
transformational journey of confronting and rising
above the challenges on her path.
It fascinates me how life provides everything that
is needed to weave the connecting webs of our
individual paths. Transformation is about life force
which is ever changing. To be alive is to be in a
constant state of change. This is big heart work
and big heart energy.
Janet Stanley

Already successful but longing to feel more passionate?
On the brink of taking a leap in your creativity?

Call now to book a transformational energy
weaving session with Janet 705-294-3223

Holding Space
When ideas, images and outlooks emerge
from the field of pure potentiality, there’s often
contraction-like seismic activity. Bringing
anything into form whether it’s new ideas, art or
a brand new you is a birthing process. It takes
courage, trust and often, someone holding
space for you while you go about the process
of emerging. Providing sacred and safe space
for new energy to emerge is something I have
honed and absolutely love to do. Holding
space is mostly about getting out of
the way and trusting.
This article by Heather Plett sums up holding
space beautifully, view here.

Held, Oil on Canvas

New Energy Emerging
There’s nothing more exciting to me than
witnessing new life energy take form. Living
in a huge, messy, sometimes dysfunctional
and ever changing circle of family, friends
and colleagues has taught me the importance
of unconditional love and to trust in each
individual’s soul to lead in its own unique way.

Pure Potential, Oil on Canvas

“

I felt like I was laying in the
hands of God – safe, secure,
loved and admired.
Cheryl L – Barrie, ON

Already successful but longing to feel more passionate?
On the brink of taking a leap in your creativity?

Call now to book a transformational energy
weaving session with Janet 705-294-3223

Clearing the Luminous Energy Field

Letting Go and Moving Forward

Rattle with Mesa Stones

In order to transform into the people we are
becoming – to follow the energy of what is
beckoning, we have to let go of the old stories,
limiting patterns and stale beliefs. My energy
medicine training allows me to clear the luminous
energy field of blocks from unhealed trauma to
help clear the path. Once cleared, the person
is more able to access their innate wisdom and
guidance. Images and messages received in the
session often reveal clues about next steps.

“

I feel connected, supported, loved
and confident that my path will be
shown to me! Thank you, so much!
Susan C – Barrie, ON

Smudge Bowl with Sage and Palo Santos
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Call now to book a transformational energy
weaving session with Janet 705-294-3223

Unhealed Trauma
Outwardly successful and strong, many of us
are fragile on the inside. Heavy energy can
make accessing our original radiance seem
impossible. This can show up as;
• Fatigue, apathy or listlessness
• Overwhelm, anxiety or fearfulness
about the future
• Restlessness, uncertainty or an inability
to focus
• A sense of being disconnected or stuck

Voices, Oil on Canvas

No One Left Out
I am passionate about doing my part to ensure
that everyone is given a chance to share their
gifts freely and fully. When we are free of heavy
energy and patterns that are no longer serving
us, life becomes a magical and abundant
experience of celebration. An open heart
is powerful medicine. I work with talented,
creative and open-hearted people who are
often working with others;
• Heart-centered entrepreneurs
and business owners
• Energy medicine and healing
arts practitioners
• Artists, dancers, writers and
other creative spirits
• Resourceful yoga teachers,
body workers and alternative
therapists
• Teachers, wisdom keepers
and coaches

Already successful but longing to feel more passionate?
On the brink of taking a leap in your creativity?

Celebration, Oil on Board

Call now to book a transformational energy
weaving session with Janet 705-294-3223

“

Janet Stanley paints like a dancer!

Energized Art
As I consciously began to weave my art and
healing worlds together, I began to notice that
whatever I was making while in the energy
of love and peace became infused with that
same energy. Most people understand that
original works of art hold the energy of the
artist so this may not be surprising. Today I
enjoy weaving the energy of love into all of my
work and designing custom works that hold
the energy of what is emerging or what
is being called in.

Richard M Vaughan,
Globe & Mail Review
August 21, 2010

Beauty, Balance &
Peace Chakra Mobiles
Ideal for home studios, meditation places
and anywhere you want to hold the energy
of balance, Beauty, Balance & Peace Chakra
Mobiles are infused with the energy of peace
for all. Each of the seven mandalas represents
the energy of a balanced chakra.
The heart chakra is highlighted at the
center representing its key role as the bridge
between the 3 earth chakras below and the
three higher chakras above.

Beauty, Balance & Peace Chakra
Mobile in Healing Studio

“

Beauty, Balance & Peace
Chakra Mobile

Love my gorgeous Chakra Dream
Catcher & look forward to
meditating under its charms.”

Inspired by Indigenous Medicine men and
women who work to dream in a better world
for future generations, these mobiles are
designed to hold the energy of a balanced
chakra system to invite the healing energies of
love to the spaces they are displayed in. Once
purchased, they can be activated for personal
balance by booking a Chakra Cleanse.

Libbie O – Toronto, ON
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Call now to book a transformational energy
weaving session with Janet 705-294-3223

Full Potential Energy Weave Activations
Hand-made and personalized to hold the energy
of what is emerging Full Potential Energy Weaves
reflect the beauty and gifts being nurtured. The
four openings represent the four directions and
the central channel acts like a cocoon or womb
for what is gestating to grow at its own pace.
Purchase includes a consultation before the work
begins and after to discuss what may be being
revealed or held.

Personalized Energy Weaves for Everyone
Regardless of where you are at on your journey,
OneWeb Energy Weaves are designed to add
beauty, and invite the energy of manifesting
your full potential and deepest dreams. Like the
traditional dream catchers, they are inspired by,
Dream Weaves are best hung where they can
move and flow with the energy of the space.
Choose from a variety of styles and colours.

Heard, Medium Single Hoop,
partial web with amethyst and
6 found feather strands. Hold the
energy of Personal Expression

Open Heart, Small single hoop
with partial web and 3 found
feather strands. Holds the
energy of love.

Already successful but longing to feel more passionate?
On the brink of taking a leap in your creativity?

Full Potential Energy Weave Activation

Unity, Medium Single Hoop,
partial web with amethyst and
6 found feather strands. Holds the
energy of Connection to Source.

Dream Weaver, Large single
hoop with Medicine bag and
5 loose strands of found feathers.
Hold the energy of Dreaming
in a World of Peace.

Call now to book a transformational energy
weaving session with Janet 705-294-3223

OneWeb Energy Weave Globes
Large scale Energy Weave globes like
OneWeb (shown) hold the energy of our
interconnectedness in the one web of life.
They can be personally activated to also hold
the energy of what is emerging for the people
exposed regularly or the places they are
displayed in. Fabricated from galvanized steel
and painted, the metal globes are sturdy and
weather resistant making them ideal for indoor or
sheltered outdoor display.
• Public building foyers & gathering spaces
• Business lobbies & meeting rooms
• High ceiling living spaces
• Art, Dance, Yoga & Meditation Studios
• Garden spaces with some shelter from
extreme weather

Large scale Energy Weave

Learn more by visiting my website
and social media pages.

OneWeb Energy Weave, three foot
diameter globe with plaster pods
& peace flags. Holds the energy
of our interconnectedness with
each other and all living beings
in the one web of life.
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